UPDATE !!! democracy
Christian Jelen

Foreword
This book tries to give an update on the state of democracy
in the world.You guessed it: bad news. Facing challenges like
global warming it is important that we come together now to
fix it. I hope you will be inspired to help.
Christian Jelen
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1.

Democracy basics

4

“Precious people”
We are a lot of funny, weird, very precious, beings on this
planet. We are generally good hearted and quite smart. We
think while being different we are all worth the same. Democracy has proven to be the most beneficial system for us to live
together.
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The value of values
A functioning democracy is not a guarantee for a peaceful multi
cultural society: In the 20th century, the “most perfect democracies” known were in South Africa, where the apartheid regime
was long established and Switzerland, where women could not
vote. And where even today, like in many other democracies,
extremist parties are very popular. It’s important to remember
that human qualities like ethics, compassion, sincerity and wisdom are the basis of every democracy. A constant dialogue is
needed as a democracy can turn quickly from one that is confident and tolerant and compassionate to one that is racist and
hateful. The law of karma also applies to countries.
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Apathy, greatest threat to democracy
Apathy of the population is the worst thing that can happen
to any democracy. Without a high level of commitment and
engagement from the population a democracy is not possible.
Unfortunately we are very often too happily passing on responsibilities to others.

7

Constitution
Truth is the best guaranty and the only basis for freedom and
democracy. A democracy starts with a constitution - a body of
fundamental principles according to which an organisation is to
be governed. An ethical standard members agree on and try to
live up to. It’s basic principles are laws, how sovereign power is
distributed, the duties of the government and guaranteed rights
to the people in it.

8

Constitution guarantees freedoms
Our nature makes us longing for the precious breath of freedom: Human rights, personal freedom, faith, conscience, expression of the arts and sciences, the right of assembly are
guaranteed by the constitution. It limits what a government can
impose on its citizens.

9

Models of democracy
Representation, participation and deliberation are the three
pillars of democracy, informed, active citizen the backbone.
Determination, patience and an understanding of the nature of
reality are the basis of democracy. Democracy should unleash
the information and knowledge contained in citizens
minds combined with their
best tools and use it to
make everybody happy.
Many critics see populism,
instability, and precariously
personalized leadership as
inherent problems of democracy.

3. Deliberation

2. Participation

1. Representation
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+
-

people are given an active voice,
direct participation,opportunity
for self-transformation.

Deliberative Democracy Model

anarchy, overwhelming participation,
biased processes and slow deliberation.

3. Deliberation

majority voting process

People consume and generate policies, ideologies and
information. They get together in public assembly or
online to persuade and be
persuaded by ideas, ideologies and needs. Advantages
are that people are given an
active voice, direct participation and the opportunity for
self-transformation. The
dangers are anarchy, overwhelming participation, biased
processes and slow deliberation.

2. Participation

1. Representation
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+
-

low implementation costs
and fast deliberation

Wise
elite corruption and
biasElite

Model

3. Deliberation

majority voting process

2. Participation

majority voting process

1. Representation

Decision-making is delegated to a
selected group through a majority
voting process. Dangers are elite
corruption and bias. Advantages
are low implementation costs and
fast deliberation.
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“Rational choice democracy”

+
-

mix of wise and direct
democracy

Rational Choice Model

people vote elite desires,
hard to voice own needs

3. Deliberation

majority voting process

majority voting process

2. Participation

majority voting process

1. Representation

People are made consumers of policies, ideologies and information. These a
formulated by the State and politicians.
Dangers are that people’s votes validate
Elite’s desires, it’s also hard for them to
voice their own needs. Votes for policies
are treated as in an economic market.
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+
-

fast deliberation

Non human
non understandable,
“programmed” biased

model

3. Deliberation

non understandable process

2. Participation

1. Representation

majority voting process

In the past we were prepared
to surrender our political affairs
to non human decision makers:
omens and oracles. Are we prepared to hand over control over
our life to artificial intelligence
(AI)? Can we call a system
democratic if we don’t really understand the basis of the decisions
made on our behalf?
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The illusion of democracy
Unfortunately at the moment we live in a very different reality.
Every couple of years a dictatorsystem hand picks their favourite candidates to be voted as political leaders. Sophisticated
psychlogical warfare techniques are applied to manufacture
consent in the public and alternative opinions surpressed. Alternative candidates are intimidated, killed or simply deprived of
resources. The energy of change is used and we are given the
illusion of being in control.
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”Old school” democracy
In most democracies, a government is elected for a limited time
and consists of 3 branches:
1. Legislative: Makes laws and the constitution
2. Executive: Carries out laws (President, Cabinet, agencies)
3. Judicial: Evaluates laws (Supreme Court and other courts)
The actions and budgets of the 3 branches are transparent for
the citizens. They don’t exist in a dictatorship.
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Controlling abuse of power
In a democracy, each of the branches can change acts of the
other branches: This is to make sure no individual or group will
have too much power and prevent cronyism. This is not possible in a dictatorship. Only the separation of executive, legislative and juridicative protects us from power obsessed rulers.
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Public services controlled by public
Infrastructure like roads, trains and the health system are
owned by the citizens. Public services, the army, institutions
and economy are designed and regulated for the well being
of the citizens. In a dictatorsystem, these are all used to create income for the dictators. Even nature itself is reduced to a
source of income: dictatorsystems sell water and crops with a
built in suicide gene.

18

Religion and state
In a democracy, the three branches are separate from the religious institutions. Dictatorsystems use religion to cement their
power.

1

Religion and social capital
Social groups, like religious communities, can be a source of
social capital: producing public goods for a common good.
Including interpersonal relationships, a shared sense of identity,
values, trust, cooperation, and reciprocity.

2

Social groups can produce:
-resources, both tangible (public spaces, private property) and
intangible (“actors”, “human capital”, people),
-the relationships among these resources
-the impact that these relationships have on the resources involved in each relationship, and on larger groups.
It can improve the performance and the evolution of communities.

3

Abuse of social capital
Some people do abuse groups like religious communities to
generate wealth and to further their interests. They use tax
breaks given to the community because of their social capital
generating capabilities for their own personal gain.

4

Dangerous democracy
Democracy makes the power of the state especially dangerous– since its rulers can claim that their policy is “the will of the
people”.

5

2.
Recognising
Dictatorship

6

We are all “superior”
We think we are superior to others, deserve more, should give
less and are destined to rule everyone. But only sometimes.
Mostly, we are humble, generous and respectful. Mindful of our
dark desires, we put them peacefully aside.
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Narcissistic personality disorder
Some of us think 99 % of the time they are superior to others, deserve more, should give nothing and are destined to rule
everyone: Narcissistic personality disorder (NPD) is a personality disorder with a long-term pattern of abnormal behaviour
characterised by exaggerated feelings of self-importance,
excessive need for admiration, and a lack of empathy. It is our
responsibility to make sure mentally ill people get treatment not
positions of power.
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Dictatorsystems: Political Dictators
Dictators have always existed throughout history. Dictators
come to power in military juntas, one-party states or dominant-party states. Very often they use the proclamation of a
state of emergency to rule by decree. Dictators hold and/or
abuse an extraordinary amount of personal power. They can
hold left or right-wing or apolitical views. They often foster a
cult of personality.
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Dictatorsystems: Corporate dictators
Corporate dictators rise to power on the back of their money
and data. The bigger a company is, the more data and computing power it gets, and the more efficient it becomes; the
more data and computing power it gets. They are self-appointed, with no governing body checking their power. They keep
their power by controlling the mass media, suspending elections
and civil liberties; repress political opponents and do not abide
to the rule of law. They use secret police to spy on us as well
as restricting or completely removing our personal freedoms.
They often foster a cult of personality.
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2000 people own the world
In Russia oligarchs accumulated wealth during the era of Russian privatisation in the 1990s. 90% of the Chinese billionaires are member of the Chinese Communist party, product of
China’s market-oriented reforms of the 80’s. America’s rich
inherited money their ancestors made from the railway, oil, land
and slave work. In the Arab countries, oil brings billions of dollars to the 1%, who are the state. Rich Europeans are mainly
company founders or come from the financial sector.
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Conferred status
Only some of the wealthy 0.0001% earn their status based
on their choices or their efforts. Often it is an ascribed status in
a social group that they are born into.
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Corporation or Mafia?
The actions of dictatorsystems, range from complete legitimate
businesses to creating concentration camps and worse. Very
often, they create organisations with totalitarian structures, that
have no responsibility to anyone, no transparency and no morals. They keep these organisations hidden from others.
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Corporations-more powerful than governments
Concentrated power can take many forms and is always a
threat to democracy. Corporations have accumulated political power and wealth. They make more money and are more
powerful than countries today. But unlike governments they are
not elected by the citizens. What if the economy of the future
solely depends on capital and intellectual ownership executed
by machines? A centrally planned, state-controlled economy
where machines do the work? Is this better than complicated,
rights-obsessed democracies?
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Corporations are the people’s masters
Today’s government is mostly a government of corporations,
by corporations and for corporations. The “corporation government” undermines the justice and integrity of democracy.
A communism of wrath and capital for dictatorsystems. The
people making the decisions aren’t the people that are getting
hurt.

15

Tax avoidance
By creating complex systems of income and inheritance tax
avoidance, dictatorsystems cement their power.
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Missing money
The biggest injustice behind tax avoidance is how it creates inequality. We miss out on billions in spending for roads, schools,
the health system and much else. The wealthiest often stand in
the way of policies that would improve life for people in general.
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Government debt
Tax avoidance of dictatorsystems force governments to borrow money of dictatorsystems if they want to keep social services like healthcare running. Banks owned by dictatorsystems
are bailed out with public money. Dictatorsystems take loans to
purchase “assets” such as dictators’ palaces. Public assets like
transport infrastructure are often sold to dictatorsystems. The
real costs of public bads, such as nuclear power plants which
are extremely expensive to decommission, are not openly declared. Interest on the money owed by a government is paid by
the citizens to the dictatorsystems. Budgets deficits accumulate
and spiral out of control with citizens being forced to pick up the
pieces.
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Illegal income
Extreme, authoritarian capitalism is infecting countries around
the world. Even criminal gangs can carry on their crimes- unless it is a challenge to the dictatorsystem. Close cooperation with gangs give dictators access to specialists like snipers,
bomb makers, computer hackers, contract killers, human traffickers, money laundering and drugs. Criminal activities in cooperation with gangs provide income for the dictatorsystem.
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Abuse of the army
The army is designed and regulated for the well being of the
citizens: To protect them and to help in humanitarian and
ecological crisis. Huge amounts of money are needlessly given
to weapon manufacturers owned by the dictators. Dictatorsystems also use the army to steal resources from countries
under the false pretence of defending human rights. In the process they kill millions of people and create environmental disasters. Huge amounts of money are than given to corporations
owned by dictatorsystems to rebuild the countries destroyed.
All of these activities should be treated as war crimes and the
responsible held accountable.
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1% charities
“With great power comes great responsibility”. Some dictators become aware of the impact their corporations have on
society and the environment. But does their charity work really
outweigh the ongoing damage their organisations do to society
and the environment?
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Ruining the planet
The greatest danger for the planet is that most of the 2000
rich and their corporations not only ignore global warming but
actively fund campaigns to play down its disastrous consequences.
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We are the 1 %
We all support dictatorsystems: by buying their products,
working for them and not checking if they pay taxes. We vote
for politicians employed by them. They kid us that anybody can
become rich, a part of the 1%, a (corporate) dictator which is
unlikely, but true!
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3.

Controlling everybody

24

Surveillance capitalism
Tools like facial and bionic recognition systems, GPS data, voice
recordings, web browser history, behavioural data and credit
ratings are combined and analysed in order to make money
from us. It predicts products we might buy and our potential
future behaviour. Hidden collaborative arrangements of surveillance corporations with security apparatuses of the state/
dictatorsystems diminish democracy and our personal rights.
Surveillance capitalism paves the ground for the ultimate police
state.
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Using violence to control
Physical violence, imprisonment, social and economical strangling, torture, surveillance....the main intention of dictatorsystems is to remain in power. They use all the above to do so.
The legal system leaves them unpunished.
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Reaction to violence
We like to decide for ourselves. To be violently forced to do
something or seeing others being treated like this, results in opposition. This is one reason why dictatorsystems also use other
techniques.
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Expensive violence
Suppressing citizens with violence gets often too expensive for
dictatorsystems. But there are cheaper methods.
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Distraction and consumerism
A cheap alternative is to make sure no one cares who is control: dictatorsystems promote escapism, into media for example, as long as they are not educational or thought provoking. The consumption of products for the sake of distraction is
advertised.
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Divide and conquer/ isolate
Activities that might pose a threat to existing power structures, like independent thinking and debate, are discouraged.
Everything is done to divide communities and networks posing
a threat. After that, the dictatorsystems steal their resources.
Critical individuals are isolated.
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Fear and intimidation
The prospect of worsening our own situation will block any
thought of criticism right at the start. We will accept low wages
and social instability. The fear of prisons maintains the social
order while creating another source of income for dictatorsystems. Critics are silenced with the threat of publishing embarrassing personal details.
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Trickle down is a trick
Corporations have the resources and global strategy to avoid
taxation, contributing nothing in taxes to society. They force
inhumane working conditions on their employees. Monopoly
power and preferential tax treatment for special interest also
undermine the efficiency of the economy. This goes on to create new distortions, undermining efficiency and inequality even
further.
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Designing the perfect police state
Using the infrastructure created by surveillance capitalism, the
perfect police state:is firstly introduced to “protect us” from
terrorists. Then criminals, then activists, and initally to “protect
us” from people not voting the right party. The internet acts as
a real-time, privately run digital intelligence service. Sophisticated infrastructure of surveillance like facial recognition, location
data, satellite tracking, and personal data are combined with AI.
Mobiles are used as real time people tracking devices. Software
predicts behaviour and AI triggers the appropriate reaction to
prevent it before it occurs.
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Controlled behaviour through terror
A “social credit system” is implemented to rate the trustworthiness of its citizens: credit rating, adherence to the law, “social
sincerity” If you haven’t complied you get blacklisted. The lists
are shared publicly and you are blocked from borrowing money, booking rights, accessing healthcare and voting. Blacklisted
enterprises are excluded from government contracts or business credits. Billboards and social media advertise role models.
This forges a environment where keeping the dictatorsystem
happy is glorified. And we will - because everyone is terriffied.
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4.
Information and psychological control techniques
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Deprivation, hiding & falsification of information
Books of the past allow us to accumulate knowledge instead
of relearning. When insights into the workings of repression,
exploitation and resistance are deleted or altered, we can have
little understanding of how power works. Information is created, presented and disseminated for economic gain. This is a
threat to democratic processes and public goods.
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Ideology, opinion formation & management
Since thousands of years, dictatorsystems promote stories that
will push public opinion in their desired direction. They claim that
they have the monopoly of rationality and realism - everything
else is utopianism, unreason, regression, stupidity. The virtue of
debate and conflicting perspectives are discredited.
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Simple indoctrination
The very heart of democracy has been changed by the mutating information dissemination technology. Open discussion
is replaced by psychological warfare: “Daily lies” are delivered
by news & media. Individualised psychometric messaging is
distracting, misinforming and brainwashing using social mediabots. Carefully cultivating the outrage, fear, and suspicion of
certain ethnic and religious groups by micro- targeting specific
voter demographics with divisive messages. Social media and
news create private “echo chambers,” exposing us only to
news and information that
fit our worldviews. Schools
are designed to educate us
to bow to the will of dictatorsystems instead of creating free thinking individuals. Or pupils are just not
educated at all. Humanitarian organisations, social sciences and psychology are
financed by the dictators
to promote their interest:
manufacture of consent.
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Forcing the unthinkable
Dictatorsystems indoctrinate to not even think about certain “unthinkable” subjects. We reach a point of indoctrination
where even facts can’t start a thought process and a change
of mind.
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Deep indoctrination
A critical person/group or concept is paired by the dictatorsystem with a lie- the lie being a non acceptable concept. As a
result, we won’t even listen to what a critical person/group has
to say.
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Promoting of words
Words are organising our thoughts. They are carrying a set of
assumptions, connotations and preconceptions. They have a
history attached. Take for example the words expat/immigrant
or freedom fighter/terrorist. Dictatorsystems promote the use
of certain words to divide and indoctrinate us. Language allows
us to persuade others that appearances are a reality.

41

Decision habits
“Decision habits” are being used by the dictatorsystems to
manipulate us. We have a tendency to believe things because
many others believe them, ignore general information and focus
on information only pertaining to a certain case, revise our
opinion insufficiently when presented with new evidence and
draw different conclusions from the same information depending on how that information is presented.

42

Conscience distorting experts
Propaganda presented to us is researched by top scientists,
tailor made based on our psychological profile and designed by
highly skilled advertising specialists. Little surprise we don’t even
notice it.
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Distract from power
We get frustrated with the environment the dictatorsystems
create. To diffuse this anger, they encourage hate “energy”
onto a target that is never them: (A: race B:nationality C:
politician etc) . This target is periodically swapped and the real
reason for the poor environment - the actions of the dictatorsystem- concealed.

Hate objects
chosen by
dictator
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5.
Using extremism to stay
in power

45

Ideologies are stories
An ideology is a story producing emotions and a happy ending.
It is fiction - not reality. It tries to make people act. Its function
is to help us making sense of the world- until history and the
world moves on.

46

Extremists stories have implausible endings
“Follow an omnipresent and omnipotent leader, whose singlehanded guidance helps the nation to thrive and be happy.” Or:
“Let’s return to an idealised version of the past and build a
wall. That will make us happy”. “It will be a never ending story
of fear, terror and instability if you follow that political party”.
“Dead martyrs will have sex with an unlimited number of virgins” Not very not plausible story endings to say the very least.
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Ideology: “Social Darwinism”
“It’s survival of the fittest (the dictatorsystem), therefore you
are all nature’s failed experiments!” is a perversion of Charles
Darwin’s theories as used by the Nazis to justify concentration
camps. In nature, interdependence is the norm. Not survival of
the strongest but cooperative, altruistic, emotionally intelligent
groups survive. After disasters like tsunamis or hurricanes, the
compassionate side of humans always shows first. In society
there is also an additional layer of cooperation enhancing institutions.

48

Ideology: Economical models
We are people not machines: most current economical models
are based on idealised, reduced versions of a complex human
reality. They are stories (trying to make us invest), not reality.

49

Breeding ground for extremism
Dictatorsystems come at a cost for us: Wage stagnation, loss
of jobs and poor public services. As a result, we often end up
having low self esteem, feel unfairly treated and humiliated. In
addition to this, low birth rates (in the developed world), global
mobility and impersonal inner city life dissolute families, familiar
worlds and shared identities. Today, more than ever, we are
craving for belonging. Hard times make people literally go nuts,
a fertile ground for extremism: a demagogue blaming problems on others and making false promises of rectifying ‘a rigged
system’.

50

Extremists focus on culture
Culture rather than economics is at the centre of today’s extremists ideology: “Your culture and social environment is under
threat from X. You must (use violence to) defend it. There is
no other option. Once X is eliminated, you can live happily ever
after” Just another implausible story with a horrible endi
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Extremism does not do subtle
“We know who we are. And we know if you are one of us.”
Extremism suppresses debate within its own ranks: “You are
with us or against us!” There is nothing else: no tolerance of
minority positions but repression of internal complexity complemented by hatred for external others.
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Using extremism to stay in power
The main intention of the dictatorsystems is to remain in power. They take advantage of fascist and nationalist tendencies
in the population to do so. The wealth created through murky
trusts in tax heavens is used to support political marionettes,
who often trade in far-right populism. Fascism rigs elections,
typically comes to power with 40 per cent support and uses
control and intimidation to stay in power.
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The extremists scheme
...needs a propaganda machine (social media) creating a
hermetic world of “alternative facts” for its followers. It divides
citizens into groups of extreme and exclusive tribal identities,
builds up a sense of false threat from a group, dehumanising
the members of that group.
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Gradually given the taste for savagery
Fascism doesn’t happen over night in a good democracy. It
creeps in very slowly, habituating us to atrocities that we would
normally not allow to happen. From racist language, to violence
against minorities, to concentration camps.

55

Fascist checklist
-Powerful, continuing nationalism
-Disdain for human rights
-Vilification of enemies as unifying cause
-Supremacy of the military
-Rampant sexism
-Controlled mass media
-Obsession with national security
-Religion and government intertwined
-Corporate power protected, labour power suppressed
-Disdain for intellectuals and the arts
-Obsession with crime and punishment
-Rampant crony-ism and corruption
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6.
Ideas for a backbone
democracy
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New communities
New visions of community are needed, reinventing new forms
of cooperation in societies. For example, instead of ancestry,
we could feel at home in a country based on participation to
society. Or start feeling responsible for other children and elderly people in our extended social circle. This would enrich
everyone’s lives.
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Inner evolution is revolution
Like advertising, the dictatorsystem’s psychological warfare is
designed to play with our deepest fears, insecurities, dark desires. Triggering our anger, trying to divide. We need to evolve
from spontaneous, raw emotions to informed, calm, compassionate, collective decision-making.

59

Open discussion
We need to have open discussions about democracy: The best
guarantee for a healthy democracy are educated, organised
and connected citizens. Elections are the least interesting aspect of democracy.
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Safe rooms: crossing mental borders
We need to create forums that allow us to change each others’
minds: resolving conflicts, questioning enemy images. Spaces
that are open for us to change our minds about what we once
thought was right. To be aware that others think differently on
the same issue. To question our certainty of our opinions.
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Opinions are like “the opening at the end of the alimentary canal”: everybody has one.
Members of a group who share the same views tend to become more extreme in those views. The people most likely to
filter out opposing views are the ones who most need to hear
them. Good to examine ours every once in a while though:
When too many people are too certain about what they think,
the polarisation between opinions is fostering rather than undermining extremists. How can we agree on anything when are
encouraged to disagree on everything?
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Accepting truths
Discussions reach their limits when it comes to physical laws,
observations of nature’s principles and scientific facts. An outcome proven by millions of experiments will not be changed by
a philosophical discussion. Engineers, scientists and experienced
professionals should play a more significant role in public debate.
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New narratives are needed
To confront the extremist ones we need plausible, compassionate stories with a happy end. Like the story of the generation after the second world war: “Draw together a community
that has fought together, to help society become more equal:
eliminating long standing racial, social and gender borders.”

64

Creating infrastructure
Democrats need to unify and organise, forming groups: locally,
nationally, internationally. Using existing governmental and non
governmental organisations and networks.
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We can change things!
The fight is not necessarily with dictatorsystems. The fight is
with ourselves. Stop thinking of our own gain and nothing else:
We can choose better banks, produce environmentally friendly
energy instead of buying it from dictatorships and eat a vegetarian diet. Our approach must be to examine, train and cure
our own minds first.
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Promoting voting
Most countries have a voter turn-out of less than 60%. We
need to make it easy and reliable to register and cast votes.
But most of all we need to raise awareness of the importance
of voting.
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Mixed- and social economies work
Looking back in history, a mixed economy seem to have
worked best: big corporations, transport, internet, infrastructure, education are to be controlled by the public while farms &
small businesses are unregulated. In a social market economy
the business is relatively free, while the state provides universal
healthcare, free education and generous unemployment benefits.
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Self management instead of shareholders
When the employees are shareholders, they solve problems
themselves instead of just doing the minimum. They are also
protected from corporate criminals raiding their pension funds.
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“New deal program” for the planet
The planet could do with something like Roosevelt’s “New
Deal” program, aligning public incentives with public interests.
Strengthening public power to counterbalance private power.
Progressive taxation, taking more tax the more people earn.
To avoid the tax, big corporations might split themselves up
in smaller units. Policies to ensure the highest paid receive no
more than ten times the salary of those at the bottom of the
pay scale.
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Progressive taxation….
...means taking more tax the more people earn.
Income: 1000.00
Income left after tax: 1000.00
Income:200,000.00
Income left after tax: 52,000.00
Income: 1,000,000.00
Income left after tax: 161,000.00
Money earned from these taxes can be spend on social security and unemployment insurance. Indirectly it gives us purchasing power that will keep the economy booming.
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Modern economy requires “collective action”
It needs a government to invest in infrastructure, education,
technology, basic research and education. Major new technologies started with tax payers funding: the army did the
research for GPS and touch screens used in phones. Google’s
search engine algorithm is partly based on a National Science
Foundation innovation. The profits created through technologies
should flow back to citizens.
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The arts and democracy
True Art is free, it does not have to please and sometimes it inspires to look at the dark side of humanity. It reminds us of the
importance of conflict in democracy. It shapes how we see our
world, “ a hammer to shape reality with”. Helps us imagining a
better, more beautiful world - a more important job than the
president. Art is a necessary instrument for human happiness.
Those who control art control society - art can be an instrument of war.
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Ideas are unstoppable
Bombing, censoring, distorting: repressing ideas creates even
more ideas. Ideas mean a different world can exist. Looking at
the world through somebody else’s idea can make us empathetic.
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Citizens assembly
Because of conflicts of interest and tribal loyalties democratic
institutions often end in a deadlock. In this situation, the government can select committees to form a citizen assembly.
A citizen assembly can provide solutions to social or political
problems: Members of the public, aided by experts, combine
small-group discussions with large-scale debates and a series
of votes.
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The wisdom of the cloud
Billions of complex, intelligent human minds respond to changes
in a market, democracy or society much better than a small
group of planners. Planners do a lot of damage. Maybe it’s
good to experiment with the decision processes using the “wisdom of the cloud”.
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Secure transparency
Transparency is the oxygen of democracy: the principle of
self-government is meaningless if citizens cannot see how they
are governed. Using modern technology, all important government meetings and voting should be available for all citizens.
Democracy requires an informed citizenry, as information engenders trust and control over politicians to serve the electorate’s desires.
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Creating registries
A registry of institutional decision-making and special interests
persons should be created, making public the:
-financial interests of all Members of Parliament
-officials and their partners
-lobbyists, their interests, their interactions with politicians and
the laws for which they lobbied for
-companies, trusts and foundations benefiting from laws
-deals and agreements between companies and the government
An independent body needs the powers and resources to investigate any malpractice or corruption
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Taking responsibility
Public contracts can’t be issued to companies operating out of
tax havens. No arms and technology can be sold to countries
abusing human rights.
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Forming assemblies
The main components of a multinational society need to be
represented and to act as authentic constituent actors. Suggestion for an international assembly:
-25% randomly drawn among the entire body of citizens
-25% directly elected by the citizens via transnational lists
-25% representing member-state governments
-25% represent territories and municipalities.
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Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
In the future an AI may make inquiries of the population thousands of times each day, without having to disturb us. AI systems could respond to government nano-ballots on our behalf,
voting for expressions of intensity instead of a binary yes or
no. Such a model would have a far greater claim to taking into
account the interests of the population than the model with
which we live today
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ICT components
ICT can assist democracy only when ALL the following components are present:
• Access information (LISTEN) people must be able to educate themselves on what the government is doing that may
affect them.
• Send information (SPEAK UP): a channel to gather the suggestions of the people
• Allow suggestions to be understood (BE HEARD) the government MUST be able to process all suggestions sent, no

acknowledgment

be heard

government

actual participation

speak up

citizen

listen
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matter the volume.
• Get an answer (ACKNOWLDGEMENT): the
population must trust they
will be heard.
• Verify suggestion
status (ACTUAL PARTICIPATION): the population must be informed
what will be done about
their suggestions. Citizens
derive a meaningful sense
of satisfaction from having
contributed to the decision
making process.

Using technology to disseminate information
Information is king: it is a challenge to bring people the real
facts. Using an uncensored internet to disseminate information,
people can inform themselves at very little cost and develop
public opinion movements against or in support of an issue.
This allows for a multiplicity of viewpoints and people become
aware of the diversity of perspectives on a single issue. Well
informed participants are better able to contribute to the deliberation process and this is likely to lead to better outcomes.
Ordinary citizens can built themselves up into influential political commentators. They voice criticism that traditional media
would never dare, pushing the limits of press freedom. Social
media are a democratising platform to elevate the voices of
the oppressed and opposition figures, but are also increasingly
responsible for the spread of fake news and smear campaigns.
Digital fact checking and troll-spotting software and methods
need to be improved.
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The “wise AI guardian”?
We are already comfortable with AI systems taking our lives
in their “hands” in many parts of our lives. Would an advanced
intelligent artificial agent make better decisions to maximize
the benefit for society than a group of people? Are human
decisions irrational and inefficient by comparison? What consequences will this have for our social and democratic order?
Who will take the responsibility when things go wrong? Also
-although they appear to be objective, any AI starts with a human programmer.
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Data driven democracy?
In one way data shows us as we are, not as we think we are.
By gathering together and synthesizing large amounts of real
time data–giving equal consideration to everyone’s interests,
preferences, and values–we could create the sharpest and fullest possible portrait of the common good. Under this model,
policy could be based on an incomparably rich and accurate
picture of our lives: what we do, what we need, what we think,
what we say, how we feel. it would, in theory, ensure a greater
measure of political equality–as it would be drawn from everyone equally, not just those who tend to get involved in the
political process.
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Voting app
The financial and border security sectors are already using reliable technology to identify a person. This technology could be
used to simplify the voting process and shift democracy from
a “wise elite” model to a “deliberation model”. This might even
encourage apathetic and disillusioned voters to take a more active role. AI could be made subject to the ethics of their human
masters,helping to draft and amend legislation. It could play a
part in democracy while remaining subordinate to traditional
democratic processes like human deliberation and votes.
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Dangers of technology
Technology is not neutral. We must be vigilant of the individuals implementing it and have independent control mechanisms.
Should we give up our freedom in exchange for efficient, datadriven public services owned and run by tech giants? A lack of
opacity and complexity is often good for people in charge.
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Non commercial discussion forums
Democracy needs a forum for discussion, not a marketplace.
If a discussion forum becomes a place for misinformation and
hate; it will be a loss for fact-based decision making and the
value of truth. If content is framed and prioritized according to
how much advertising revenue it generates then truth will be
the casualty. The “Community Guidelines” of social media platforms are not unbiased, they are made for shareholders, not
for free thinking, uncensored people. If the debate chamber is
dominated by whoever has the power to censor, or unleashes
the most ferocious army of propaganda bots, then the conversation will be skewed in favour of those with the better technology, not necessarily the better ideas.
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7. Upcoming
challenges
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Interdependence
We all need each other or we are not going to survive: whether it’s climate change, globalisation or robots doing all the work.
We all have to live together: that’s much easier in harmony
with ourselves and nature. We HAVE to work together.
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Global warming
In the next fifty years huge numbers of us will migrate from the
inhabitable hot countries and the flooded coastlines to higher
and cooler parts of the earth. The successfully integration of
these climate migrants will decide about the future of all organised life on earth. dictatorsystem are going to use these future
challenges to gain even more power.
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Robot workforce
We are heading towards a society where robots, hard- and
software are doing all the work. The benefits of this need to
be distributed: for example through a public trust fund to which
corporations transfer a percentage of their shares. It could
create a universal basic income that grows in proportion to
automation. It would limit inequality and stabilise the macroeconomy.
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The concept of work in the age of automation
A society of “no more workers” with free housing, food, healthcare? These arrangements need a political will to materialise
otherwise only the dictatorsystems are going to profit. An
obligatory community service in exchange for a basic income?
Can we handle someone getting something for free, especially
if they don’t belong to our ethnic group? What will we do to
each other? Can we handle the idea of being replaced? What
is going to happen to the need for excessive work to fill our
empty life and give it sense and purpose?
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Our thoughts are no longer free
Today some Chinese factory workers and train drivers are
forced to wear brain-reading devices devices that check their
levels of concentration and which regions of their brains are
active. If the results are not good enough, they are sacked.
We need to talk about extending the right of “the freedom of
speech” to a “freedom of thought”.
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8.
Let’s do it!
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The logic of compassion
Reciprocity is a social norm of responding to a positive action
with another positive action, rewarding kind actions, making it
possible to build continuing relationships and exchanges. A democracy needs the foundations of reciprocity, moral obligation,
duty toward community and trust. In this climate individuals can
even gradually transcended from reciprocity to giving with no
expectation of future reward.
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Government of the people of this village, by the people of this
country, for the people of this planet.
We want our children to be confident democrats: to go out and
be part of the world and face its contradictions and conflicts.
This way we all become part of a conversation that is bigger
than ourselves. Only those who “fill the memory, define the
terms and interpret the past” are in a position to take charge of
the future.
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In the end.
...our answers have to come from within ourselves: by developing a deep understanding of subjects such as cause and effect, interdependence and the reality of life’s suffering and cultivating compassion. A long, slow path to enlightenment. There
isn’t a way to speed things up. Apart from the motivation to lay
the foundations for the future happiness of our children.
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